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Abstract

The energy stored in the RHIC beam is about 200 kJ per
ring at design energy and intensity. To prevent quenching
of the superconducting magnets or material damage, the
beam will be safely disposed of by an internal beam abort
system, which includes the kicker magnets, the pulsed
power supplies, and the dump absorber. Disposal of heavy
ions, such as gold imposes design constraints more severe
than those for proton beams of equal intensity. In order to
minimize the thermal shock in the carbon-fiber dump block,
the bunches must be laterally dispersed. The nominal
horizontal beam deflection angle is required to vary from
-1.7 to 2.5 mrad, which is obtained from five 1.22 m long
kicker modules operating at a magnetic field of -3.5 T. The
kickers are constructed as window frame magnets with an
50.8 by 76.2 mm aperture and are operated in the ring
vacuum. The puked power supplies run at 33 kV and
deliver the 12.8 us long pulse. The peak current required is
-21 kA and the 50% modulation is generated by means of
a pulse forming network with non-uniform characteristic
impedance.

1 INTRODUCTION

TheRelativistic Heavy Ion Collider, lWIC, is a machine
with two superconducting magnet rings capable of
accelerating and storing particles at energies from 10 to 100
GeVlu in each beam. There are nominally 60 beam
bunches with a total stored energy of -200 kJ at top energy
and design intensity of 109ions in the case of gold. This
energy is large enough to quench the superconducting
magnets or cause material damage if lost in an uncontrolled
manner but it is small enough to be disposed of in an
economical internal dump.

The stored barn energy can be disposed of within
the constraints of the lattice without damage to the machine
equipment or operatio~ provided that certain precautions
are taken. Disposal of gold beams imposes more severe
constraints on the dump block design than protons due to
the large,.? dependen~ dEldx and short interaction length
of the Au ions. This problem is handled by adopting at the
dump entry a special carbon-carbon absorber material
having extremely high thermal shock resistance. [’] The
absorber is located in the beam vacu~ but properly
pumped. Minimizing the thermally induced stress is
achieved by lateral dispersion of the beam on the face of the
C-C block.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Oept. of Energy.
‘ E-mail: hahnh@bnI.gov

The beam abort systems are located in the 34-m
long warm straight sections of the outer rings down stream
of the 100 ‘clock intersection point. At this location, the
lattice properties favor horizontal deflection. In addition to
the dump absorber proper, the beam abort system includes
the kicker magnet and the pulsed power supply subsystems.
The principle requirements and design features of the kicker
magnets and the pfied power supplies am presented in this
paper.

2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

T’he kick strength is determined by the transverse
dimensions of the CC block and the distance between kicker
and dump face. The C-C block is 0.5 m long with a cross
section of 58 x 58 mm. Its distance from the nominal closed
orbit is 19 mm. In order to filly use the C-C block, and
given the limited clistance of 23.7 m between kicker center
to dump face, the deflection angle of a single ion can cover
the range from of 0.82 to 3.22 mrad. The deflection is
provided by 5 separate kickers; allowing for malfimction of
one unit and to accommodate a -77t rrun.mrad
(urmormalized) dump aperture, the beam center is scanned
over the range from 1.68 to 2.52 mrad, thereby spreading
ions laterally over 42 mm.

One kicker unit is 1.22 m long and has an aperture
of 50.8-mm horizontal x 76.2-mm verticad. Deflecting the
beam at full energy of 100 GeV/u by 2.52/5 mrad is
achieved with a magnetic field of 0.35 T, corresponding to
a current of21 kA. The pulsed power unit generates the
current pulses with a voltage of 33 kV.

The beam structure imposes several basic design
constraints on the abort system. The rotation time of the
bunches is 12.8 ps which determines the length of the
deflecting pulse. The spacing of bunches is 0.213 I.LSand
the total bunch length is expected to be s 16 m under
normal operating conditions. Thus, allowing for a gap in the
beam created by 4 missing bunches, the rise time of the
deflecting kick must be <1 I.LS.Spreading of the beam over
the C-C block could be achieved by a wiggle~ a more
economical solution is obtained by adopting a pulse forming
network with non uniform characteristic impedance.
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Fig. 4. Pulse forming network. tapered from one end to the other (Fig. 4). The observed
current pulse at 33 kV is shown in Fig. 5. Although

rl-r-~ relatively conventional in its design, pre-f~e problems
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trigger circuitry. The latter design was complicated by the
-~q.~~!, \ broad operating range from KHIC nqection energy to
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storage ener~ or -3 to 33 kV.
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Fig. 5. Abort kicker current pulse shape at 33 kV
(5 W per unit).

4 PULSED POWER SUPPLY

A separate power modulator powers each abort kicker
magnet. The main components of the modulator are the
Pulse Forming Network, the deuteriurn thyratron EEV
CX1575C to hold off voltage, the DC power supply, and the
trigger circuitry. The ceramic 4.5-in. diameter hollow
anode tube was selected in view of its reverse current
capabilities and is operated in air. The measured inductance
of the kicker magnet with feedthrough is 1.67 AH. In order
to achieve the 1 ps rise time, a PFN impedance of-2 Q is
required, which brings the voltage into the 30 - 40 kV
range. Dispersing the beam on the dump biock is achieved
by modulating the current during the pulse between 14 and
-..,.
L I KA at top energy. This is accompiisineciby using a 1%’N
in which the impedance of the netsvork is mismatched and
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4) Is it beneficial to reduce the broad-band impedance to a few Ohm for
high intensity proton machines?

● The low frequency, inductive part of 211/n leads to potential well distor-

tion, bunch lengthening etc. via interaction with the stable bunch spectrum.

This inductance may be useful in compensating the “capacitive” space charge

impedance, but it is produced by ill-defined sources such as discontin.uities
or bellows which may also introduce resistance and resonances and thus may
lead to instability.

● Steps and discontinuities like pumping ports lead to accidental cavities. Fre-

quencies are important to w 3 times the beam-pipe cutoff frequency and can

lead to instabilities with many nodes on long bunches.

● Higher order modes in rf cavities must be carefully measured and damped.

o It is rec(-)rn.rn-en.ded to gp for a Srn-cmth-vacluum- Chmn?)er ka.din.g to a. ImnlInurn
. .

impedance machine. In any case an. accurate impedance inventory up to and
beyond pipe cutoff is required.

● It is ciifficult anti cOstiy to shieici retroactively.

5) How do ferrite, window frame, C frame, traveling wave, and str’ip-line
kickers compare in terms of impedance and engineering requirements?

● Dominant parameter is the rise time requirement,

Lumped ferrite kicker preferred, has simplest construction and. power
Supply;

Trave]ing w~v~ ferrit,e kicker is faster but .rn.o~f:Cmrnqllex;

Compromise - hybrid solution: lumped kicker with traveling wave power

supply (IPNS) ;

Strip-line kicker is very fast but expensive in power requirement + use
for transverse dampers;

● General recommendations:

Keep aperture as small as possible to minimize current/voltage, but con-
sistent with beam size requirements;

T7. 1nlc~er impedance should not drive design c}ioice. A.. !–3.. –L?-.. ?—.. .--3–– ––
flIl lllUUCLIV~ llIl~HIZUIC~

contribution is OK for operation below transition.;

If possible avoid ceramic beam tube which reduces aperture and may
cause high voitage arcing;



Contra-indication: ferrite has a resistive impedance which may lead to

instabilities and over-heating. If tests/calculations indicate requirement for
shielding then use metallic stripes on inside a ceramic pipe.

● lrnpedance estimates:

Handbook formulae for ferrite kickers are suspect /incorrect;

No obvious difference in 211 for C-type and window frame designs;

Transverse impedances differ in horizontal and vertical directions, window

frame with metallic shielding strips seems preferable;

Expect a small contribution from a strip-line damper (W one BPM).

● Measurements are important

Impedance measurements to assure absence of resonances;

wire measurement at design level current to determine heating.

6) Is it practical and/or useful to compensate the longitudinal space
charge impedance?

● Tests of inductive inserts at PSR have shown that serious longitudinal insta-
bilities can result from high frequency resonances (W 70MHz).

● The longitudinal coasting beam stability diagram shows a large stable region

for negative inductance which can be * 10 times greater than the simplified

“Keil-Schnell” circle criterion. However, resistance may lead to instability

and ferrite inserts will introduce resistance.

● For storage times shorter than the synchrotrons period, as in SNS, compen-
sation is not recommended.

● I?or storage times >> the synchrotrons period some benefits could be realized

due to increased Landau damping of coupled bunch modes.

7) What are the best methods to measure longitudinal and transverse
impedance?

● Reliable “estimates” can be obtained if the right methods and correct inter-

pretation are used.

● To measure narrow resonances (high Q), the best method is bead pulling,

which is valid for both v = c and v < c.



● Low and distributed longitudinal impedances (kickers, BPMs, bellows . . .)

forward transmission coefficient S21 should be interpreted with the “log-

formula” and NOT treated as lumped element in a transmission line

use smallest wire consistent with mechanical stability so 62/2 <<1.

mat ch input and output port to 500 of instrument, preferably by tapered
cone adaptors or with a resistive match at low frequencies. De-embedding
by TSD or TRL techniques to g-et the impedance of the device from several
scattering measurements is not easy.

Measure device with attached transitions to beam tube as a single unit

● Low and distributed transverse impedances (kickers, BPMs, bellows . . .):

horizontal and vertical measurements require using same precautions as
for longitudinal measurements;

Single wire measurement coupled with Panofsky-Wenzel theorem is prone
to error;

“Lecher-line” (two-wire) measurement: smaller errors but requires broad-
band 180° hybrid;

Two-wire measurement easiest with 1000 transmission line structure,

note that closely spaced, narrow wires allow JZ/Z << 1.

● Direct measurement using a high intensity electron beam (test facility) worth

considering if not

8) What are the key
low loss machines?

too expensive.

impedance issues for high power, short bunch, and

●

●

●

●

●

Losses in parasitic resonances can lead to significant heating by the beams
with high power or short bunches.

Compensation of space charge impedance can help to stabilize coupled-bunch
modes. Naturally occurring inductances such as bellows and BPMs could be
helpful, but resonant structures should be avoided (see question 4).

A realistic impedance model - valid also at higher frequencies, not just Z/n,

is required.

Turn-by-turn simulation using macro-particles or a Vlasov equation solver

should be used to predict stability limits.

Transverse damper designers should consider the variation of bunch length

throughout the cycle.



This concludes the findings of theimpedance working group which were reported
in the final session. The discussion of some of the points was quite animated,

in particular the recommendation not to use inductive inserts for space charge
compensation when additional resistive or resonant impedances are unavoidable.

In addition to answering these questions, a number of short presentations were

given in the working group on related subjects:

● G. Stupakov (S LAC): Wall roughness impedance.

● H. Hahn (BNL): Coupling impedance of RHIC injection kicker.

● S. Kurennoy (LAN L): Space-charge impedance in long wavelength approxi-

mateion.

● J. G. Wang (ORNL): Calculation of longitudinal space-charge impedance.

● J. Dooling (ANL): Impedance calculation.

● M. Dyachkov (TRIUMF): RF screening by thin resistive layer.

In spite of their interest, the discussion of these subjects had to be kept very short

due to lack of time, in particular when they had only marginal bearing on high-
intensity proton machines, the topic of this workshop.


